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1. Introduction 
Buller Electricity Limited (BEL) owns and operates the electricity distribution network on the 
northern West Coast of the South Island, New Zealand.  Our distribution network extends from 
Meybille Bay in the south (5km north of Punakaiki) to Karamea in the north, and lies entirely within 
the boundaries of area administered by the Buller District Council.  Much of the distribution area 
covered is rural incorporating significant dairy and other farming activities, with the main population 
being based in the Westport township.  Coal mining at the Stockton opencast mine continues to be a 
major employer and electricity consumer in the region.   

BEL is owned by its consumers via the Buller Electric Power Trust (BEPT) which was established in 
1947 with a vision to facilitate the electrification of the region.  While our core activity is electricity 
distribution, BEL also operates an electrical contracting business (Electro Services Limited), and is a 
shareholder of the electricity retailer Pulse Energy LP. 

BEL receives electricity from Transpower’s national grid and local embedded (distributed) generation 
and we distribute this electricity using our network to approx. 4,600 homes and businesses (our 
consumers).  The service we provide is the delivery of electricity only – we do not buy and sell 
electricity, we simply deliver it to the customers of electricity retailers that operate in our area.  We 
charge electricity retailers on a wholesale basis for this delivery service, and they in turn include this 
cost in their retail electricity prices to their customers. 

Our network is a natural monopoly – due to economies of scale a competitor could not profitably 
duplicate our network.  As a result, we are not exposed to the competitive pressures that drive 
improved efficiencies and service levels in other markets.  As a surrogate for these competitive 
pressures, the Government has developed regulations for electricity network owners under the 
Commerce Act 1986 (the Act).  The Act is administered by the Commerce Commission and requires 
BEL to disclose certain information about our business, including our Pricing Methodology.  

The purpose of information disclosure is to promote efficient operation of electricity distribution 
businesses by ensuring that electricity distributors make publicly available reliable and timely 
information about the operation and behaviour of their businesses.  Information disclosures about 
such factors as profit, costs, asset values, price, quality, security, reliability and the methods used for 
price-setting enable interested parties to assess if the prices set by distributors promote efficiency 
and how the benefits of efficiency gains are being shared with consumers.  It therefore supports 
assessment of whether the purpose of the Act is being met.    

  

https://bullerelectricity.co.nz/buller-electric-power-trust/
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2. Pricing Principles, Strategy & Considerations 
In simple terms BEL sets prices in a manner to provide sufficient revenue to recover the cost of 
operating our distribution network while seeking to comply with the regulations.  The structure of 
our pricing aims to reflect the economic cost of providing our Delivery Service.  With this approach, 
consumers can make efficient decisions about which form of energy to use and when to use it, which 
in turn contributes to economic welfare.  Recognising these high-level objectives, the following 
considerations influence our pricing decisions.  In many situations it is necessary to achieve an 
appropriate trade-off or balance between the various competing considerations. 

2.1 Delivery Services 

The primary services BEL provides to consumers are as follows: 

• Demand/Capacity – access to an agreed level of electricity supply 

• Reliability & Security – in simple terms keeping the power on 

• Power Quality – ensuring quality of supply is within acceptable/regulatory limits 

• Load Control – control of load e.g. electric hot water heating to minimise collective costs 

• Fault Repair – repair and restoration of electricity supply on an on-call 24/7 basis  

2.2 Delivery Prices, Line Charges & Retailer Charges 

Delivery Prices are used to determine the Delivery Charges – also commonly referred to as Line 
Charges – which will be levied on a Retailer for their customers use of BEL’s network.  Distributors 
are paid by Retailers on a monthly basis as part of the Retailer Billing process, and the billing 
quantities (for example the number of connections and energy consumption) are normally explicitly 
itemised at the individual consumer level in the Retailer Billing data.  As a result, the Delivery 
Charges for every connection can be readily identified by the Retailer and Distributor. 

In terms of the charges consumers see of their power account with their Retailer, the Retailer will 
either: 

• Separately disclose the different components of their overall electricity bill in relation to 
electricity charges, delivery charges, administration charges, metering charges and/or 
Electricity Authority levy etc, 

• Or alternatively repackage and include one or more of the charge components listed above 
into their own retail prices, in which case the charge components are not disclosed 
separately. 

While the Distributor also has the option of billing consumers directly for their delivery service, this 
is not the common/standard practice, and is generally only considered for the billing of the largest 
consumers.  BEL currently does not direct bill any consumers. 
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2.3 Economic Considerations 

In terms of the structure of our pricing, we aim to ensure that our pricing is economically efficient, 
which means that:  

• Customers choosing to use our network should face the appropriate cost of that decision 
and be incentivised to weigh up the value of the service and the cost of alternatives, 

• And consequently, investments in our network over time will be at an appropriate level and 
in the interest of consumers.  

2.4 Even-Handedness & Practical Considerations 

BEL takes into account the need for even-handedness and practicality in determining Price 
Categories, cost allocations and the structure of our pricing.  Specifically, we:  

• Apply price averaging over large groups of connections, because it is generally not practical 
to single out individual connections for cost-specific delivery pricing, 

• Recognise that all consumers should share in the benefits of greater utilisation of shared 
assets (and other enhanced economies of scale),  

• Recognise that consumers change their demand behaviour only over relatively long periods 
of time and it is important that we provide compelling and consistent pricing incentives 
aimed at maximising the efficient utilisation of our assets (for example, low night-time prices 
that support off-peak usage),  

• Seek to make our price signals effective by balancing strong price signals with easily 
understood application and measurement,  

• Treat connections with similar electrical attributes consistently,  

• Set prices that are the same for all retailers, providing a ‘level playing field’ to promote retail 
competition.  

2.5 Regulatory Considerations 

EDB’s are subject to the Electricity Distribution Information Disclosure Determination (IDD) 20121 

determined pursuant to Part 4 of the Commerce Act 1986.  In the Determination, Clauses 2.4.1 – 
2.4.5 set out the requirements for BEL to disclose its Pricing Methodology, including: 

 
 
 

1 https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/78703/Electricity-distribution-information-disclosure-
determination-2012-consolidated-3-April-2018.pdf 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/78703/Electricity-distribution-information-disclosure-determination-2012-consolidated-3-April-2018.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/78703/Electricity-distribution-information-disclosure-determination-2012-consolidated-3-April-2018.pdf
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• Target Revenue information 

• Discussion of the extent of consistency of the Pricing Methodology with the Pricing 
Principles2 – administered by the Electricity Authority and last updated in July 2019 

• Pricing Strategy 

• Approach to pricing for non-standard contracts and distributed generation 

• Disclosure of consumer consultation on price and quality 

The Commerce Commission notes that pricing disclosures help interested persons to understand: 

• How prices are set and enable comparison between the different Price Categories 

• How efficiency is promoted  

• Whether they are sharing the benefits of efficiency gains with other consumers.     

Additional regulatory guidance for BEL in preparing its pricing methodology comes from the Low 
Fixed Charge (LFC) Regulations 20043. 

As a consumer-owned EDB BEL is exempt from the Commerce Commission’s Default Price-Quality 
Path (DPP) regime4 which began its 3rd 5-year control period on 1 April 2020.  While exempt EDB’s 
are subject to a lower level of scrutiny in comparison with their non-exempt peers, BEL has 
determined that it is in our interests, the interests of its consumer-owners, and the interests of 
consumers connected to the BEL network, to align its Pricing Methodology and practices to those of 
our non-exempt peers.  A key aspect of this is industry benchmarking, so far as practically possible, 
using information available from the Information Disclosure Determination (IDD).    

2.6 Changes to the Pricing Methodology 

BEL’s Pricing Methodology has been significantly modified for the 2021/22 financial year in the 
following areas: 

• Adoption of non-Residential Price Categories based on Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) 
• Separate Price Categories for specific load types e.g. Streetlight & Dairy Farm connections 
• Simplification of the method of calculation which is used to determine the level of Revenue 

to be recovered from each Price Category 
• Wider application of an Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) based Fixed Capacity Charge as a 

method of recovering Fixed Charges – now applied to all non-Residential consumers with an 
AMD > 15kW 

 
 
 

2 https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25436-more-efficient-distribution-prices-principles-and-practice 
3 http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2004/0272/latest/DLM283614.html 
4 https://comcom.govt.nz/regulated-industries/electricity-lines/projects/2020-2025-default-price-quality-path 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25436-more-efficient-distribution-prices-principles-and-practice
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2004/0272/latest/DLM283614.html
https://comcom.govt.nz/regulated-industries/electricity-lines/projects/2020-2025-default-price-quality-path
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• Standardisation and reduction of in the differentials which exist between our Controlled, 
Uncontrolled, All-Inclusive, Day and Night Variable Prices 

The details of these pricing changes are fully documented in Section 4 including the reasons for our 
decision to implement Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) rather than Connection Capacity based 
pricing. 

2.7 Retailer & Consumer Communications 

While BEL has not undertaken formal consultations on pricing with our consumers for a number of 
years, price-quality trade-off related questions are routinely included in the consumer surveys we 
undertake on a tri-annual basis.  The most recent of these surveys was undertaken in mid-2019 and 
the majority of respondents have been happy with the status quo and are not inclined to trade-off 
current reliability levels for higher or lower prices. 

BEL has consulted with Retailers on the major pricing structure changes we are implementing in 
2021/22. 

2.8 Pricing Strategy 

BEL is committed to establishing a formal and prescribed Pricing Methodology, as well as overall 
Company processes and a decision-making framework, which results in desirable outcomes in 
relation to the economic, social and regulatory considerations associated with our network and 
detailed in this document.  

Our high-level Delivery Pricing Strategy has been approved by the BEL Board and is as follows: 

Our Delivery Pricing Strategy  

We aim to set our Delivery Prices to provide sufficient revenue to recover our prudent and efficient 
costs, including our cost of capital, while seeking to comply with the regulations.  

We aim to reflect the long-term economic costs of providing consumers with the quality of delivery 
service that they require.  Cost recovery is fundamental to retaining our incentives to invest in our 
network in the long-term interests of consumers.  In structuring and setting our prices we take a 
medium to long term view, and we consider economic efficiency, equity and practicality.  We seek to 
ensure that our pricing is economically efficient, which means that customers who use our network 
face the appropriate cost of that use, and are incentivised to weigh up the value of our delivery 
service and the alternatives.  Cost-reflective prices should help to ensure that our investments in our 
network over time will be at an appropriate level.  

Recognising that consumer capital contributions are a component of the overall recovery of our 
costs – in simple terms the level of contributions determines how much is recovered up front as 
opposed to on an ongoing basis – we incorporate our approach to contributions into our set of 
pricing documentation.  

In determining Price Categories, cost allocation and the structure of our pricing we:  
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• apply price averaging over large numbers of connections, because it is generally not 
practicable to single out individual connections for cost-reflective delivery pricing.  Where it

 is practicable to do so we allocate assets and costs to the specific connection categories that
 use them,  

• recognise that all consumers should share in the benefits of greater utilisation of shared 
 assets and economies of scale,  

• recognise that consumers generally change their demand behaviour over relatively long 
 periods of time, and it is important that we provide compelling and consistent pricing 
 incentives aimed at maximising the efficient utilisation of our assets,  

• seek to make our prices effective, by balancing strong price signals with simple application
 and measurement,  

• set prices that are the same for all retailers, providing a ‘level playing field’ to promote retail
 competition.  

Key considerations relating to our pricing over the next five years include:  

• our developing thinking on sustainability and the way we manage the trade-offs between 
 the environmental and affordability aspects of the energy trilemma (the balance of  

affordability, security of supply and carbon intensity) in New Zealand’s transition to a low 
carbon economy,  

• preserving incentives for managed water heating load and off-peak network consumption,  

• the impact of changing use of the network due to emerging technologies such as distributed
 generation, battery storage, off-grid systems, and electric vehicles,   

• the recommendations of the Government’s Electricity Price Review, in particular its 
 recommendations regarding the low fixed charge regulations,  

• the Electricity Authority’s:  

• continuing review of Transpower’s transmission pricing methodology (TPM),  

• recent review of the pricing principles and associated practice note and scorecards.  

The way we implement our pricing strategy is updated and publicly disclosed in our Pricing 
Methodology document.  We usually change our delivery prices on 1 April each year.  
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2.9 Future Pricing Objectives 

With the significant changes which have been made to our Pricing Methodology for the 2021/22 
financial year BEL has completed a major part of our existing distribution pricing reform work 
program.  In comparison our further plans for the adoption of more efficient distribution pricing are 
considered to be relatively minor – the details of which can be found on our website here. 

Options for distribution pricing reform which BEL Management and Board have currently decided 
are not to be considered are: 

• Increasing the overall level of fixed revenue in any Price Category to be greater than 50% 

• Urban/rural locational pricing differentiation 

BEL also recognises the economic impacts electricity price increases have had on members of our 
community and one of our pricing objectives is where possible to the minimise any increases to 
Residential consumers.  

https://www.bullerelectricity.co.nz/adoption-of-efficient-pricing/
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3. Overview of the Price-Setting Methodology 
This section provides an overview of the Price-Setting Methodology BEL uses to determine electricity 
Delivery Prices.  The major tasks which comprise the Price-Setting Process are as follows:  

• Determining the Target Revenue 

• Review (and possible change) the Price Categories & Price-Structure 

• Allocation of costs to the Price Categories and Price-Calculation 

The nature of these tasks is detailed below, and this is followed by a discussion the difference 
between Traditional and Cost-Reflective Price-Setting Methodologies, and how BEL’s current Pricing 
Methodology aligns. 

3.1  Determining the Target Revenue 

The Target Revenue is obtained using a building blocks approach from the budgets and Asset 
Management Plan as shown in Figure 1.  The budget takes into consideration the costs associated 
with providing an electricity delivery service to consumers such as network maintenance, asset base 
depreciation, transmission costs, and business support (administration). 

 
  

Asset Management Plan 

Asset Base 

Maintenance Business Support 

  

Transmission 

  

Depreciation 

  Funding 

  

× WACC 
÷ Asset Life 

Target Revenue 

BUDGET 

Figure 1 Process for Determining the Target Revenue 

https://www.bullerelectricity.co.nz/asset-management-plan/
https://www.bullerelectricity.co.nz/asset-management-plan/
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3.2  Price Category & Price-Structure Review 

Consumer connections are categorised into Consumer Groups (Electricity Registry Price Categories) 
which have similar maximum demand, capacity, network usage characteristics, and other energy 
delivery cost drivers.  These categories are reviewed annually using information from our consumer 
database, Pricing-Strategy and historic Retailer Billing & consumption data. 

The Price-Structure is reviewed annually with reference to BEL’s Pricing Policy & Strategy.  It 
determines the way in which the Target Revenue will be collected from the Price Categories in 
relation to: 

• The proportion of Revenue to collected as Fixed Revenue versus variable Revenue/Charges 

• Application of locational price differentiation 

• The types of Fixed Charge which are to be applied e.g. Fixed Daily Charge ($/day) or Fixed 
Demand/Capacity Charge ($/kW/day) 

• The Variable (consumption) Charge types to be applied e.g. Uncontrolled, Controlled, All 
Inclusive, Day, Night and/or Time-of-Use (TOU)  

The Price Categories and Price-Structure provides the platform/framework on which the later Cost 
Allocation & Price-Calculation tasks of the overall Price-Setting Methodology are undertaken.  Price 
Categories are generally stable from year to year, and any significant changes would generally 
require consultation with Retailers and/or consumers well in advance of when BEL completes the 
annual Price-Setting in November/December each year.    

The Price Categories and Price-Structure, in conjunction with the associated historic data, allow 
Retailer Billing quantity forecasts to be made, which are key inputs to the following Cost Allocation 
and Price-Calculation tasks the Price-Setting Methodology. 

3.3  Cost Allocation & Price-Calculation 

The Cost Allocation & Price-Calculation tasks of the Price-Setting Methodology are depicted in Figure 
2 where the blue boxes represent inputs.  The Target Revenue is allocated to the Price Categories 
using the Cost Allocation Algorithm.  This algorithm identifies the costs associated with the 
electricity delivery service provided to each Price Category, with the end result being the Target 
Price Category Revenue. 

Price-Calculation involves determining the individual prices which will be applied to the Retailer 
Billing qualities e.g. number of consumers, Chargeable Capacity and energy consumption, to 
calculate the expected Revenue for each Price Category.  The previous year’s prices are normally 
used as an initial estimate of the prices, and these prices are then modified in an iterative manner, 
with a goal of achieving the best pricing solution subject to a range of criteria such as: 

• The desired proportion of fixed versus variable Revenue 

• Overall Price Category revenue impacts, and possibly also the charge impacts at the 
individual consumer level if deemed necessary 
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• The difference between the Target Revenue and Forecast Revenue for each Price Category 

• The difference between the overall Target Revenue and Forecast Revenue 

• The percentage change in prices between years 
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Figure 2 Cost Allocation & Price-Calculation Tasks of the Price-Setting Methodology 
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3.4  Traditional & Cost-Reflective Price-Setting Methodologies  

The Electricity Authority updated the Pricing Principles in its Distribution Pricing Decision Paper5 
released in July 2019 and published a further Distribution Pricing Practice Note6 in August 2019.  In 
Figure 1 of the Practice Note the Authority provided diagrams which highlight the differences which 
exist between Traditional & Cost-Reflective Price-Setting Methodologies – and these diagrams are 
reproduced in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for reference. 

 
Figure 3 Price-Setting Methodology7 
 

A Cost-Reflective Price-Setting Methodology is essentially a Traditional Price-Setting Methodology 
with an additional initial step where: 

• The Economic Cost is allocated to the Price Categories and appropriate cost-signalling prices 
are calculated to recover these costs.  The combined forecast revenue associated with these 
signalling-prices is referred to as the Forecast Signalling Revenue  

 
 
 

5 https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25436-more-efficient-distribution-prices-principles-and-practice 
6 https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25528-distribution-pricing-practice-note-august-2019 

7 ‘Price design’ includes the separate BEL pricing tasks we referred to as ‘Price-Structure Review’ and ‘Price 
Calculation’  

https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25436-more-efficient-distribution-prices-principles-and-practice
https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25528-distribution-pricing-practice-note-august-2019
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• The Residual Costs (Target Revenue less Forecast Signalling Revenue) are then allocated to 
the Price Categories using a (modified) Traditional Price-Setting Methodology – which results 
in the least distortion in network use – and appropriate prices are calculated to recover 
these costs 

With regard to the Authority’s Price-Setting terminology, Price Design refers to combination of the 
separate BEL pricing tasks which we refer to as: 

• Price-Structure Review 

• Price-Calculation 

 
 

Figure 4 Price-Setting Methodology – Cost-Reflective 
 

The Price-Structure Review and Price-Calculation tasks differ in the sense that the Price-Structure 
provides the platform/framework on which the Price-Calculation is undertaken.  Price-Structure 
changes will often require Retailer/consumer consultation as they are generally more permanent 
and/or significant, for example the introduction of a new price component or significant change in 
the proportion of fixed revenue.  Retailer/consumer consultation takes time and as the Price-
Structure is generally not changed regularly, we use the term ‘review’ as more often than not it is a 
review rather than a change. 
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In contrast Price-Calculation is undertaken annually and prices generally change from year to year.  
Price changes generally only require Retailer/consumer notification, rather than consultation, 
provided the price/charge changes are within reasonable bounds and do not constitute price shocks.   

Historically BEL’s Pricing-Setting Methodology has taken the form of a Traditional Price-Setting 
Methodology and this continues to be the case for 2021/22.  It is however noted that in the situation 
where the Economic Costs are zero (or near zero), the Cost-Reflective Methodology reverts to the 
form of a Traditional Price-Setting Methodology e.g. no initial step to determine the signalling-prices 
and Signalling Revenue is required. 

BEL is of the view that the Economic Costs associated with our Price Categories is currently zero for 
the following reasons:   

• Network demand has not experienced growth in recent years and this is forecast to continue 
in the foreseeable future 

• Significant spare capacity exists on our network and there are no congestion issues 

• No capex expenditure is forecast to manage network growth or relieve constraints 

BEL’s Asset Management Plan 2020-30, available from our website here, provides details on our 
Load Forecasts, Constraints & Proposed Capex Program in Sections 6.6 – 6.8 respectively.  Section 
6.8.2 states that, as BEL is forecasting zero growth for the 2020-30 planning period no allowance has 
been made for capex expenditure for system growth. 

Given this information BEL is of the view that the Price-Setting Methodology we have been using for 
a number of years is, and continues to be, consistent with a Cost-Reflective Price-Setting 
Methodology. 

3.5  Locational Price Differentiation 

Lower density rural areas require a greater level of investment for each consumer connection, both 
in terms of establishing connections and maintaining the network.  While this provides a basis for 
applying higher prices to our consumers in rural and remote rural areas BEL’s current policy is to not 
implement locational price differentiation.  Our reasons for this are outlined as follows:   

• Rural consumers make a greater (capital) contribution when first connecting to the network 
and this provides a clear locational signal 

• We are conscious that rural customers receive a lower level of service with a greater number 
of faults and longer restoration times, and this somewhat offsets the higher on-going costs 
of supply to rural areas 

• We recognise that consumers have made long-term investment and/or consumption 
decisions on the basis of expectations that have been shaped from past pricing 
arrangements.  Significant increases in our prices to rural connections does not support 
these previous decisions and/or provide price stability. 

https://www.bullerelectricity.co.nz/asset-management-plan/
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• A significant proportion of the existing rural and remote network was funded via the Rural 
Electrical Reticulation Council (RERC) which operated from 1946 to 1993, rather than by our 
connected consumers (owners) 

BEL understands it costs the Company much more to provide supply to our rural consumers and 
their level of service is relatively lower.  Improving this cost/service equation is not possible using 
the existing electricity supply technology.  In the longer term the best available option available to 
low use consumers may be off-grid supply as the cost of these generation + battery solutions 
decrease.  BEL also recognises that rural consumers have made long term investment decisions in 
connecting to the network, and as electricity is a social service the Company is committed to 
ensuring that a reliable and cost-effective supply continues to be made available.    

How BEL addresses pricing has the potential to create significant implications for the future use of 
our network in both urban and rural areas.  With the continual decrease in the cost of new 
technologies, such as off-grid and alternative energy storage systems, we are actively monitoring the 
relevant economic factors and the long-term benefits which exist to consumers, BEL, and the wider 
community.  Given the higher costs associated with rural connections, off-grid supplies in these 
areas will in general become economic before those in urban areas. 
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4. Explanation of Changes to Distribution Pricing 2021/22 
BEL acknowledges that our decision to base our Pricing Structure – Price Category break points and 
Fixed Capacity Charges – on Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) rather than Connection Capacity 
warrants explanation as it differs from what is considered to be a conventional Distribution Pricing 
Structure.  While AMD (annual or monthly) pricing currently exists, it is typically reserved for large 
commercial/industrial consumers and is often used in conjunction with a Fixed Charge based on the 
Connection Capacity.  It is noted that BEL has AMD based Fixed Capacity Charges in place for 
consumers > 100kW since 2012-13. 

In our 2021/22 pricing implementation AMD is primarily being used for the purposes of allocating 
the fixed costs associated with our network.  As AMD is being used as a replacement for Connection 
Capacity, it is not a targeted demand charge levied on consumers that use the network during 
periods of congestion.  Charges which are targeted at consumers that use the network during peak 
periods will be the subject of further pricing reform work which we intend to undertake in the 
future, as the need arises.  

In this Section BEL presents our case for AMD based pricing and fully explains our reasons for 
adopting this approach to pricing.  In addition, we highlight some of the issues associated with the 
Authority’s views on Distribution Pricing and the outdated concept of Connection Capacity. 

4.1  Pricing Options Available to BEL 

The pricing changes BEL is making in 2021/22 address issues with our pricing for non-Residential 
consumers that have their origins in the Monthly Maximum Demand (MMD) pricing system BEL had 
in place in the 1990’s.  Following deregulation of the industry in the late 1990’s and the sale of BEL’s 
retail business, the MMD pricing system was replaced with a pseudo Connection Capacity based 
system with wide Connection Capacity bands.  Given that delivery charges at the time were heavily 
weighted towards variable/consumption charges, these wide capacity bands, and the incorrect 
categorisation of consumers, were of limited consequence.   

As BEL has sought to increase the proportion of fixed charges to 50% in recent years, the 
categorisation/charging inconsistencies which exist between some non-Residential consumers have 
become increasingly material and problematic.  In terms of rectifying this situation, three options 
were identified on which to base our Pricing Structures (Price Categories & Fixed Capacity Charges): 

• Connection Capacity – The physical Connection Capacity originally requested by the 
consumer subject to subsequent physical and/or pricing upgrades/downgrades  

• Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) – The Connection Capacity actually used by the 
consumer – in this case the parameter of interest is the half-hour AMD 

• Banded Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) – Essentially a variant of the above 2 options 
where the AMD is rounded up into increments which are either: 

 The standard Connection Capacity increments determined by the available physical 
electrical supply components e.g. fuse and/or transformer size 
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 Increments which are smaller than the standard Connection Capacity increments 
for pricing purposes e.g. not restricted to the fuse and/or transformer size 

As BEL’s fixed charges have historically not been accurately charged (based on the actual Connection 
Capacity) there is a very limited justification and ability for BEL to adopt a Pricing Structure which is 
based on this parameter.  For example, in many historic cases the actual Connection Capacity 
requested is unknown, and because charges have not been accurately based on this quantity it has 
not been subject to the standard upgrade/downgrade process.  While Banded AMD pricing was 
considered as an alternative there is also limited justification for using this as a basis for pricing for 
the same reasons associated with Connection Capacity pricing.  As a result, BEL has deemed it 
necessary and most appropriate to reset our non-Residential Price Categories using Anytime 
Maximum Demand (AMD). 

While Connection Capacity and AMD are different quantities, they are also in many ways 
similar/equivalent.  Provided that a consumers supply equipment is not underrated, the Connection 
Capacity should be the AMD rounded up to the next available size of physical Connection Capacity.  
In the limit as the discrete increments between the available Connection Capacities is reduced to 
zero, the Connection Capacity will approach the AMD.  As a result, BEL considers that the existing 
use of Connection Capacity is essentially a special case within a broader AMD based pricing 
framework. 

Given that AMD provides inherent benefits over Connection Capacity for the implementation of 
Distribution Pricing Structures (as described in the following sections), BEL is of the view that for the 
purposes of pricing Connection Capacity is currently being used in the industry as a proxy for AMD.  
Consumers are very well versed with the concept of user pays as a basis for pricing and charging, and 
in terms of electricity AMD (not Connection Capacity) represents the use of the network.  
Furthermore, as Smart Meters are now commonplace, and half-hour consumption should be readily 
available, AMD is able to be determined cost-effectively and half-hourly demand data should be 
made available to Distributors monthly for network management and pricing purposes.  

The following sections delve into the areas of Connection Capacity based pricing, AMD based pricing, 
and the Distribution Pricing Principles in more detail.   

4.2  Connection Capacity Based Pricing 

The standard method of defining & determining Price Categories for Commercial/Industrial 
connections is by using the Connection Capacity:   

A consumer’s Connection Capacity (or Capacity) can be defined as the upper limit 
on the amount of power that the consumer is able to draw from the distribution 
network.  Capacity is measured in kW and may be physical (i.e. the physical 
capacity of the connection to the premises) or contractual (where a consumer 
contracts for a certain capacity to be available). 

While we agree that the Connection Capacity is a very important aspect of a consumers connection, 
after consideration of the alternatives, BEL is of the view that it is not necessarily the most 
appropriate on which to base the Fixed Charges paid by consumers for the following reasons: 
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• A significant disconnect can exist between the Connection Capacity and actual use (AMD), 
and as a result the allocation of upstream assets to consumers based on Connection Capacity 
can often be neither fair and/or cost-reflective 

• The half-hour data provided to BEL by Retailers has enabled us to identify Dairy farm sites 
which have a 3-4 fold variation in the utilisation of the dedicated transformer in relative 
terms – ranging from 40% utilisation to 150% utilisation.  Under a standard Connection 
Capacity based pricing one site would experience 3-4 times higher Fixed Charges, on a 
relative basis, for essentially the same service. 

• The Connection Capacity of new connections is often significantly overrated/oversized as 
this is the position of least consequence in terms of ensuring new plant can be successfully 
commissioned  

• Constraining consumers Fixed Charges to the Connection Capacity – essentially a function of 
the arbitrary and discrete sizes of electrical components (fuses & transformers) – which 
cannot be tailored to the consumers exact requirements represents an unnecessary pricing 
constraint 

• In terms of the performance of fuses & transformers these components can operate for 
extended periods of time above their nominal or continuous rating, and as a result 
Connection Capacity is a quantity that is dependent on the duration of any overrated load 

• The commonly referred to Connection Capacity is best described as the long-term or 
continuous load which can be drawn from the network without the consumer experiencing 
power quality issues and/or the connection failing 

• The primary purpose of fuses is to protect the network supply components, the consumers 
installation under fault conditions, and to ensure the safe delivery of electricity – there is no 
hard cut-off under normal operating conditions 

• Typical Connection Capacity based Pricing Structures have wide bands and significant jumps 
between the Fixed Charges at the boundaries of the Price Categories.  These jumps 
becoming more significant as the proportion of revenue collect via Fixed Charges is 
increased.    

• Connection Charge based pricing means that a small AMD reduction resulting in a 
Connection Capacity and pricing downgrade – because the consumers installation is 
operating in close proximity to a Price Category break point – is valued much more highly 
than one that doesn’t result in a downgrade (valued at zero).  Charge decreases resulting 
from AMD reduction are therefore somewhat arbitrary in nature and BEL sees no reason 
why these small AMD reductions should not be equally valued across consumers. 

While the use of Connection Capacity for pricing purposes has significant shortcomings it clearly 
remains the most suitable parameter on which to base the charges for Connection Assets such as 
dedicated transformers.  
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4.3  Anytime Maximum Demand Based Pricing 

BEL is of the view that Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) has distinct advantages for the 
implementation of Distribution Pricing Structures as it represents actual network use, rather than 
the potential to use the network (Connection Capacity), and as a result it is a fairer and much more 
cost-reflective for the allocation of the costs associated with shared upstream assets. 

The Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) is a very important parameter of a Distribution network 
connection for which distributors currently have very limited visibility.  Readily accessible AMD data 
would open significant opportunities for Distributors to improve their practices in the areas of asset 
management & pricing as follows: 

• Being able to easily determine if connections are in the appropriate Price Category and are 
subject to the correct distribution pricing 

• While consumers with overrated connections can be subject to connection & pricing 
downgrades, in many situations it is difficult for the Distributor or consumer to know if this 
is a viable option if no AMD data are available 

• Once AMD information is readily available for making a pricing decision (Price Category 
assignment) why not also use this information for application of pricing e.g. using AMD to 
set the Chargeable Capacity? 

• AMD based pricing ensures that AMD reductions by consumers are valued similarly 
regardless of where the operation of a consumers installation sits within a Price Categories 
AMD or Connection Capacity band 

The materiality of a Connection Capacity vs AMD based Fixed Charge difference increases as the 
Fixed Charge Ratio is increased – BEL has a policy of 50% Fixed Charges.   

4.4  Authority’s Response to BEL’s Pricing 

BEL is aware that our use of AMD rather than Connection Capacity as the parameter on which our 
pricing and fixed charges are based is contrary to the Authority’s Pricing Principles in terms of 
allocating Residual Costs in a manner which ‘least distorts network use’.  The Authority was made 
aware of our intention to implement AMD based pricing in October 2020 by way of a copy of our 
Retailer consultation document being provided for comment (this document contained the vast 
majority of detail within Section 4 of this Pricing Methodology).   

In a response by letter the Authority stated the following: 

As you have foreshadowed in your paper, the Authority is concerned about the core 
change proposed in your consultation document, ie, a shift to an anytime maximum 
demand (AMD) based pricing structure.  We would welcome the opportunity to better 
understand your proposal and thinking, but our initial view is that this approach would 
likely be contrary to the Authority’s distribution pricing principles.  This is based on the 
understanding that: 

• BEL’s network is generally not near to capacity 
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• Increases or decreases in customers’ maximum demands are therefore unlikely 
to impact the economic costs of the network 

• But an AMD based pricing structure nonetheless incentives customers to reduce 
demand. 

We are concerned therefore that, on the face of it, BEL’s proposed pricing structure would 
be likely to distort network use, by creating incentives to reduce maximum demands even 
if the network is not congested and by prompting investment (eg, in batteries) for the 
purpose of cost shifting between customers. 

On a related point, we note that your consultation refers to balancing pricing with fairness 
and equity considerations.  It is difficult for us to comment on these as the paper does not 
then lay out exactly how those considerations are applied, and what trade-off with 
efficient pricing is being made.  We would welcome more information from you on this 
point.  Without this clarity, the risk we see is that these fairness judgements, while 
intuitively appealing, may in fact lead to poorer outcomes for consumers in aggregate 
over time (including consumers who are least able to afford it, due to continued cost 
shifting incentives).   

While our decision to base our pricing on AMD is very much a consequence of the historic MMD 
pricing structures BEL had in place, and therefore somewhat forced upon us, we are also of the view 
that the Authority has an overly weighted focus on pricing which ‘least distorts network use’, with 
there being a distinct trade-off against pricing which is fair and equitable, and this is not being 
acknowledged by the Authority, in our view. 

BEL has no issue with the Authority’s reasoning for promoting pricing which ‘least distorts network 
use’ e.g. so that consumers are not provided with incentives to make investments in disruptive 
technology which simply results in fixed costs being shifted on to other network users.  We do 
however question if this overall objective can be actually be achieved using Connection Capacity 
based pricing, or by any alternative means, and/or whether the outdated concept of Connection 
Capacity (for pricing purposes) is being used by the Authority as a means of practically implementing 
its economic ideology.  BEL is concerned that pricing being promoted by the Authority will introduce 
undesirable outcomes in relation to fairness and equity – this being an area which is not being given 
sufficient consideration.   

In terms of overall views on Distribution pricing we would like to emphasise the following points: 

• User pays is a concept that consumers are very familiar with and it is a fair way to allocate 
the costs of shared upstream assets (the vast majority of assets) – using Connection Capacity 
as a basis on which to allocate these costs is inappropriate 

• Given that Connection Capacity is subject to physical/pricing upgrades/downgrades, 
incentives for consumers to distort their use of the network (e.g. reduce peak demand) exist 
in a Connection Capacity based pricing as Connection Capacity is not actually a fixed quantity 

• As the proportion of Fixed Charges is increased, the charging arbitrage which exists between 
Connection Capacity increments and Price Categories increases, thereby increasing the 
likelihood of charging inconsistencies developing   
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• The fairness and equity considerations BEL has identified are visible to consumers in the 
short term e.g. what consumers pay this year rather than the Authority’s longer term view, 
and it is noted that the former is very important to consumers 

• BEL is of the view that in terms of following Good Electricity Industry Practice, and being a 
prudent network operator, it is in our interests (and in the interests of our consumers) to 
maintain incentives for consumers to reduce their peak demand.  This is especially the case 
given the expected growth in the use of electricity with the adoption of EV’s and de-
carbonisation of the economy. 

• BEL has settled on making our overall Fixed Charge proportion 50%, and we are of the view 
this provides a good balance between fixed and variable charges, and is entirely justifiable 
and reasonable level of fixed charging 

• It is simply not possible for Distributors to prevent network consumers investing in 
disruptive technology and reducing their electricity costs 

The changes BEL we have decided to implement will ensure that our pricing is fairer and more 
equitable as the fixed charges for consumers with an AMD >15kW are proportional to their demand 
and the Connection Capacity which is actually used.  It is very clear to BEL (and our consumers) that 
this will result in better pricing outcomes in terms of fairness and equity considerations. 

It is noted that the approach we have taken to the resetting of our pricing using AMD is analogous to 
the method which will be used to reset the Transmission Pricing Methodology (TPM) and the 
allocation of Residual Costs.  While the notion of fixing the AMD (and Residential Cost allocation) in 
perpetuity (subject to ‘material’ change) is considered workable at the TPM level, BEL contends that 
it is neither practical nor implementable at the Distribution level.  In terms of promoting its 
economic ideology BEL contends that the Authority could perhaps usefully consider how network 
use and the allocation of Residual Costs can best be undertaken. 

On a final note, BEL would welcome the Authority reopening its work on Distribution Pricing with a 
view towards taking a much more holistic approach which considers the important real world and 
practical implementation issues we have raised.  We agree with the Authority that Distribution 
Pricing is a very important part of the industry as a significant proportion of the costs associated with 
supplying electricity to end use consumers are associated with the Distribution network. 
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5. Target Revenue 
As a consumer-owned Electricity Distribution Business (EDB), BEL is exempt from the Default Price 
Path (DPP) regime administered by the Commerce Commission.  However, BEL has determined that 
it is in its interests, the interests of its consumer-owners, and the interests of consumers connected 
to the BEL network, to align its Pricing Methodology to that of its non-exempt peers.  It is therefore 
integral to BEL’s Pricing Methodology that a ‘building blocks’ approach is used to determine the 
appropriate level of costs to be recovered – this being the Target Revenue required for the year. 

BEL has two subsidiaries – a wholly owned electrical contracting business and an investment holding 
company which holds c.47% of a limited partnership electricity retail business.  BEL’s pricing 
approach for the network business is on a standalone basis and is not influenced or diluted by any of 
the subsidiary businesses. 

5.1  Target Revenue Components 

The Target Revenue has been determined to be $7,684k for the 2021/22 financial year, and consists 
of the following major cost components (also see Figure 5):   

• Maintenance $1,192k 

Non-capital investment costs which are directly associated with maintaining the distribution 
network assets.  Network operational costs are included in Maintenance. 

• Transmission Costs $550k 

Costs paid to Transpower for our connection to the national transmission grid together with 
‘Avoided Transmission’ costs paid to local generators.  These are referred to as Recoverable 
Costs by the Commerce Commission. 

• Business Support $3,016k 

Includes the other indirect costs (such as Administration and Overhead costs) necessarily 
incurred in providing the distribution service.  Pass-through costs (another term used by the 
Commerce Commission) includes some industry levies and Local Authority rates, and these 
are also included in Business Support costs. 

• Depreciation $1,382k  

Capital investment in distribution network assets is recovered over their useful life as 
depreciation 

• Return on Investment $1,544k 

Comparable to a post-tax Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) 
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Figure 5 Major Components of the Target Revenue 

5.2  Capital Contributions  

In addition to line charge revenue BEL receives from Price Categories, BEL also receives capital 
contributions from consumers that require new or upgraded power supply to their properties.  As 
the requirement for a capital contribution can only be determined once details of the specific 
connection are known, BEL does not have a schedule of charges.  However, as there is a high degree 
of consistency in prices for similar categories of connection, the level of capital contribution is 
transparent to consumers.  Being a small rural based network with limited growth and limited or no 
building of network extensions, the level of capital contributions compared with our Target Revenue 
is very low, and as a result the value budgeted for this revenue is zero. 

5.3  Discretionary Discounts and Rebates 

BEL does not have specific policies in place regarding discretionary discounts or rebates.  Any 
decision to provide a discount or make a rebate will be determined by the BEL Board following input 
from management and our Trust owners. 

5.4  Metering and Load Control Equipment 

Whilst BEL sold its metering and ripple control relays to TrustPower in the late 1990’s following the 
deregulation of the electricity industry, it retained the equipment and operational services for 
sending out load control signals (ripple signals) and BEL charges consumers for this service.  The 
costs associated with providing this load control service is included in the Business Support 
component of the Target Revenue.  
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6. Price Categories 
Consumer connections are categorised into Price Categories (Electricity Registry Price Categories) 
which have similar maximum demand, connection capacity, network usage characteristics, and other 
energy delivery cost drivers in order to simplify the processes of: 

• Price-Setting 

• Revenue recovery via Retailer Billing or direct consumer billing 

• Administration 

• Meeting Regulatory requirements e.g. Low Fixed Charge (LFC) Regulations 2004 

The key cost drivers for the supply of electricity to a consumer are identified as being maximum 
demand, connection capacity, connection assets, network usage characteristics and location.  For 
the time being BEL does not take into consideration location in setting Delivery Prices, and as a 
result the costs associated with locational variation is averaged across the BEL’s distribution region.   

BEL has adopted the standard practice of separating Residential from Commercial/Industrial/ 
Business (General) connections and the Price Categories listed in Table 1 are being used to 
determine and apply Delivery Prices in 2021/22.   

 

Price 
Category 
2021/22 

Price Category / Connection 
Description 

Anytime Maximum 
Demand (AMD) 

No. of 
Connections* 

Fixed Charge 
Type 

RSU Residential Standard User AMD ≤ 15kW 1,380 $/Day 

RLU Residential Low-User AMD ≤ 15kW 2,723 $/Day 

G15 General Connection – Small AMD ≤ 15kW 409 $/Day 

STL Streetlight Connection AMD ≤ 15kW 45 $/Day 

G69 General Connection – Medium 69kW ≥ AMD > 15kW 86 $/kW/Day 

DFM Dairy Farm Connection  70 $/kW/Day 

GHH General Connection – Large 1,000kW ≥ AMD > 69kW 6 $/kW/Day 

STK Large Industrial Connection > 1,000kW 1 $/kW/Day 

Total   4,720  

Table 1 Price Categories 2021/22 

* Active Installation Control Points (ICPs) as recorded on the Electricity Registry on 1st November 2020 
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6.1  Residential Connections 

Residential Standard User (RSU) and Residential Low User (RLU) Delivery Prices are set so that a 
typical connection using 8,000kWh annually would experience the same annual Line Charges on 
either Standard or Low User prices – as required by the Low Fixed Charge (LFC) Regulations 2004.  
Consumers using more than 8,000kWh will generally be better off on Residential Standard User 
pricing, while those using less than 8,000kWh will generally be better off on Residential Low User 
pricing.   

The average Residential consumer connected to the BEL Network uses 4,996kWh annually, and as a 
result it is expected that most Residential consumers would be better off on Residential Low User 
pricing.  Only connections which are the primary place of residence are eligible for low-user pricing.     

The LFC Regulations 2004 are currently under review by the Government and it is expected that a 
proposal will soon be tabled to remove them under a 2-3 year transitional arrangement. 

6.2  Non-Residential Connections 

BEL has restructured the non-Residential Price Categories used for the application of our pricing in 
the 2021/22 financial year for the reasons detailed in Section 4.  The primary parameter used to 
undertake this restructure has been the half-hour Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) during the 12-
month period from September 2019 – August 2020.  With the exception of the Price Categories G15 
& STL the AMD is also to be used as the Chargeable Capacity which determines the Fixed Charge – 
applied as a Fixed Capacity Charge ($/kW/Day).  For Price Categories G15 & STL the Fixed Charge 
continues to be applied as a Fixed Daily Charge ($/Day).          

Prior to the start of the 2021/22 financial year BEL has used the non-Residential Price Categories 
listed in Table 2 where a Fixed Capacity Charge ($/kW/Day) has only been applied to the 12 
consumers in LG4 & LG7.  The approximate consumer mapping between the 2020/21 & 2021/22 
non-Residential Price Categories is detailed in Table 3. 

 

Price 
Category 
2020/21 

Price Category / Connection 
Description 

Anytime Maximum 
Demand (AMD) 

No. of 
Connections1 

Fixed 
Charge 
Type 

LG2 General Connection – Small AMD ≤ 15kW 517 $/Day 

LG3 General Connection – Medium 100kW ≥ AMD > 15kW 85 $/Day 

LG4 General Connection – Large 1,000kW ≥ AMD > 100kW 11 $/kW/Day 

LG7 Large Industrial Connection > 1,000kW 1 $/kW/Day 

Table 2 Price Categories 2020/21 
1 Active Installation Control Points (ICPs) as recorded on the Electricity Registry as of 1st November 2020 
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Price 
Category 
2020/21 

Price Category 2021/22 

G15 STL G69 DFM GHH STK Total 

LG2 391 45 64 25   525 

LG3 18  18 45   81 

LG4   4  6  10 

LG7      1 1 

Total 409 45 86 70 6 1 617 

Table 3 Approximate mapping between the 2020/21 & 2021/22 Price Categories 

6.3  Temporary Connections 

BEL does not have a specific Price Category for temporary connections as these are treated in the 
same manner as permanent connections.  Temporary supplies are always metered connections.  
Builders Temporary Supplies (BTS) for the construction of new homes are normally categorised as 
Residential connections, although some Retailers choose to set these up as General connections 
during the construction period.  

6.4  Unmetered Connections 

BEL does not have a specific Price Category or pricing for unmetered load.  The most significant 
unmetered load consists of approx. 150 Buller District Council streetlights (recorded in the RAMM 
streetlight database), which are aggregated onto a single Distributed Unmetered Load (DUML) ICP 
on the Electricity Registry.   

Phone Booths and Cabinets are also unmetered and are charged as General connections on 
individual ICPs at the standard rates of consumption for these loads. 

6.5  Streetlight Connections 

A new Price Category specially for Streetlight connections has been created for the 2021/22 financial 
year.  While the overall proportion of network energy consumption is less than 1% for this Price 
Category, the specific asset usage and consumption profile warrants a separate pricing for this 
connection type. 

6.6 Dairy Farm Connections 

A new Price Category specifically for Dairy Farm connections has been created for the 2021/22 
financial year.  BEL has identified Dairy Farm milking sheds as making up a significant proportion of 
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the load on our rural 11kV network (approx. 40%).  The vast majority of Dairy Farm connections have 
a half-hour Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) greater than 15kW. 

6.7  Irrigation Connections 

BEL does not have a specific Price Category for irrigation load as this type of connection does not 
represent a significant proportion of the load on our network. 
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7. Price Category Revenue/Cost Allocation 
The Cost Allocation Algorithm allocates the components of the Target Revenue detailed in Section 5 
to the Price Categories.  The Allocation Parameters listed in Table 4 are used to undertake this 
allocation as they are considered the most appropriate to provide a Price Category Target Revenue 
which is the most cost-reflective and service-based.   The Price Category Allocation Parameters 
which form a part of the Cost Allocation Algorithm are listed in Table 5-7 and are shown graphically 
in Figure 7.        
 

Target Revenue Component Allocation Parameter Cost ($k) 

Maintenance Asset % 1,128 

Transmission Costs Energy % 550 

Business Support Energy % 3,061 

Depreciation Asset % 1,382 

Return on Investment Energy % 1,544 

Total  7,684 

Table 4 Cost Allocators used to allocate the Target Revenue Components to the Price Categories 

 

Parameter Input/Output Description Section 

Connection % Input Number of Connections as a Proportion of the Total 7.1 

Energy % Input Energy Consumption as a Proportion of the Total 7.2 

NCPD % Input1 NCPD2 as a Proportion of the Total 7.3 

RCPD % Input1 USI RCPD3 as a Proportion of the Total 7.3 

Asset % Output Value of Assets Used as a Proportion of the Total 7.4 

Revenue/Cost % Output Revenue/Cost Allocation as a Proportion of the Total 7.5 

Table 5 Price Category Allocation Parameter Description 
1 Used in previous Pricing Methodologies – and now replaced with the Energy % 
2  Network Coincident Peak Demand (NCPD) – Previously also referred to as the Coincident Anytime        

Maximum Demand (CAMD) 
3  Upper South Island (USI) Regional Coincident Peak Demand (RCPD) 
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Parameter RSU RLU G15 STL G69 DFM GHH STK Total 

Connection (#) 1,380 2,723 409 45 86 70 6 1 4,720 

Energy (GWh) 8.7 11.8 4.0 0.4 6.0 4.2 4.9 10.8 50.8 

Asset Value ($k) 8,989 12,675 4,005 356 5,708 3,110 3,586 3,635 42,063 

Revenue/Cost ($k) 1,426 1,964 648 57 953 613 713 1,310 7,684 

Table 6 Allocation Parameters – Value 

 

Parameter RSU RLU G15 STL G69 DFM GHH STK Total 

Connections % 29.2% 57.7% 8.7% 1.0% 1.8% 1.5% 0.1% 0.0% 100% 

Energy % 17.1% 23.3% 7.9% 0.7% 11.8% 8.3% 9.7% 21.3% 100% 

Asset % 21.4% 30.1% 9.5% 0.8% 13.6% 7.4% 8.5% 8.6% 100% 

Revenue/Cost % 18.6% 25.6% 8.4% 0.7% 12.4% 8.0% 9.3% 17.0% 100% 

Table 7 Allocation Parameters – Percentages 

 

 
Figure 6 Price Category Allocations 
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7.1  Allocation Parameter – Connection % 

The forecast average number of Active connections in each Price Category for the 2021/22 financial 
year as a proportion of the total number of connections.  Due to the static and limited growth of 
network connections these are taken to be the number of connections as of 1st November 2020. 

7.2  Allocation Parameter – Energy % 

The forecast energy consumption (kWh) in each Price Category for the 2021/22 financial year as a 
proportion of the total energy consumption.  These quantities are estimated using historic Retailer 
Billing data in conjunction with the forecast number of connections.   

7.3  Allocation Parameters – NCPD % & RCPD % 

The RCPD % and NCPD % parameters were previously used to allocate Transmission Costs and 
determine the Asset % respectively.  These allocation Parameters have now both been replaced with 
Energy % for the reasons outlined below: 

• Simplification of the Cost Allocation Algorithm 

• The Energy % allocator is now considered to provide better alignment with our objectives 
for the allocation of Residual Costs 

• Approximations were required to determine RCPD & NCPD for most of the Price Categories 
(where half-hour data was unknown)  

• There is limited difference between the RCPD %, NCPD % & Energy % allocations 

• As BEL’s Transmission Costs have decreased significantly in recent years the importance/ 
weighting of RCPD % as a Cost Allocator has reduced 

• RCPD based Interconnection Charges will not be retained in the new Transmission Pricing 
Methodology (TPM) 

A RCPD or NCPD (or alternative similar) based allocation maybe reintroduced in the future for the 
allocation of the Economic Costs associated with managing network congestion and network 
investment. 

7.4  Allocation Parameter – Asset % 

The value of the different network Asset Classes obtained from BEL’s Asset Database and the chosen 
Allocation Parameters are listed in Table 8.  For certain Asset Classes the Energy % Allocation 
Parameter is modified to account for the extent to which a Price Category makes use of the Asset 
Class as follows: 

• Zone Substations & 33kV Network – STK is deemed to utilise 33% of these Asset Classes 

• 11kV Network – Not used by Price Categories GHH & STK so they are excluded 
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• 400V Network – Not used by Price Categories DFM, GHH & STK so they are excluded 

In each case the remaining components of the Energy % Allocation Parameter have been uniformly 
scaled so that the modified Energy % Allocation Parameter sum to unity.  The resulting values of the 
Allocation Parameters along with the calculated Price Category Asset Value and Asset % are provided 
in Table 9. 

 

Asset Class Allocation Parameter Asset Value ($k)1 

110kV + GXP Assets Energy % 3,143 

Zone Substation Energy % + STK = 33% 2,971 

33kV Network Energy % + STK = 33% 6,017 

11kV Network Energy % + STK Excluded (Ex) 20,710 

400V Network Energy % + DFM & STK Excluded (Ex) 6,542 

SCADA Connections % 1,779 

Generators Connections % 901 

Total  42,063 

Table 8 Asset Class, Allocation Parameter and Asset Value 
1 Asset Values were last updated for the 2018/19 pricing year 

 

 

Allocation Parameter RSU RSL G15 STL G69 DFM GHH STK Total 

Energy % 17.1% 23.3% 7.9% 0.7% 11.8% 8.3% 9.7% 21.3% 100% 

    + STK = 33% 14.6% 19.8% 6.7% 0.6% 10.1% 7.0% 8.2% 33.0% 100% 

    + STK Ex 21.8% 29.5% 10.0% 0.9% 15.0% 10.5% 12.3% – 100% 

    + DFM & STK Ex 28.2% 38.2% 13.0% 1.1% 19.4% – – – 100% 

Asset Value ($k) 8,989 12,675 4,005 356 5,708 3,110 3,586 3,635 42,063 

Asset % 21.4% 30.1% 9.5% 0.8% 13.6% 7.4% 8.5% 8.6% 100% 

Table 9 Modified Energy % Allocation Parameters, Asset Value & Asset %  
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7.5  Allocation Parameter – Revenue/Cost % 

The Cost Allocators are applied to the Target Revenue Components (see Table 4) to obtain Target 
Price Category Revenue as detailed in Table 10.   

Revenue Component RSU RLU G15 STL G69 DFM GHH STK Total 

Maintenance 255 359 113 10 162 88 102 103 1,192 

Transmission Costs 94 128 43 4 65 46 53 117 550 

Business Support 517 701 238 21 357 250 291 642 3,016 

Depreciation 295 416 132 12 188 102 118 119 1,382 

Return on Investment 265 359 122 11 183 128 149 329 1,544 

Total 1,426 1,964 648 57 953 613 713 1,310 7,684 

Revenue/Cost (%) 18.6% 25.6% 8.4% 0.7% 12.4% 8.0% 9.3% 17.0% 100% 

Table 10 Allocation of the Target Revenue Components to the Price Categories 
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8. Price-Structure & Price-Calculation 
This Section firstly documents the Price-Structure on which the Price-Calculation task is performed: 

• Fixed Revenue Proportion 

• Fixed Price Components 

• Variable Price Components 

The results of the Price-Calculation and the Forecast Price Category Revenue for the 2021/22 
financial year are then presented.  A full list of the Price Components which exist in the different 
Price Categories is provided in Appendix A – Price Schedule. 

8.1  Fixed Revenue Proportion 

BEL has currently settled on an overall Fixed Charge proportion of 50% in each Price Category, and 
we believe this provides a good balance between fixed and variable charges and is entirely 
defendable and reasonable.  BEL considers that in terms of following Good Electricity Industry 
Practice, and being a prudent network operator, it is in our interests to maintain incentives for 
managed water heating load and off-peak network use as per our Pricing Policy. 

While the Economic Costs associated with the operation of our network are near zero, the pricing 
guidelines issued by the Electricity Authority advocate that BEL should collect all Revenue (being 
entirely made up of Residual Costs) as Fixed Charges.  BEL considers this is unrealistic with a 
maximum possible value for proportion of Fixed Charges being in the range 66-75 if incentives for 
water heating load and off-peal network usage are to be preserved. 

8.2  Fixed Price Components 

Fixed Daily Charge – $/day 

Fixed Daily Price Components ($/day, $/ICP or $/con) are applied to consumers in Price Categories 
RSU, RLU, G15 and STL.  For Residential Low User consumers (Price Category RLU and the previous 
LG1L) the fixed price amount is set at $0.15/day by the LFC regulations 2004.   

 

Fixed Capacity Charge – $/kW/day 

Fixed Capacity Price Components ($/kW/day) are applied to consumers in Price G69, DFM, GHH & 
STK.  This is a lagged charge where the Chargeable Capacity is the half-hour Anytime Maximum 
Demand (AMD) in the previous September to August period e.g. for 2021/22 pricing the relevant 
period is September 2019 – August 220.  This AMD value is also referred to as Chargeable Capacity 
as this value is recorded in the Electricity Registry in the Chargeable Capacity of the Pricing section.  
The Fixed Capacity Charge and the Chargeable Capacity assessment process is fully described in our 
Pricing Policy. 
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8.3  Variable Price Components – Volume/Consumption 

All consumers are subject to variable price components which are dependent on the energy (kWh) 
units consumed, as recorded by the revenue meter.  In each Price Category BEL offers Uncontrolled 
(24 hour), Controlled (for water heating), Day (7am-11pm) and Night (11pm-7am).  In addition, BEL 
has legacy All Inclusive prices in the Residential Price Categories.  Our variable prices are set in a 
manner to incentivise the use of electricity during off peak times (Night), and to encourage 
consumers to offer their hot water heating as controllable load. 

For 2021/22 BEL has standardised the ratios and reduced the differentials between Uncontrolled, 
Controlled, Day and Night prices across all Price Categories.  An exception to this is the Price 
Category RLU where these ratios/differentials have been adjusted in order to meet the requirements 
of the LFC Regulations 2004.  

8.4  Power Factor 

BEL currently does not apply a Power Factor charge to any connections.  The provision for such a 
charge exists as part of the legacy Use of System Agreement (UoSA) in place with the major Retailers 
trading on our network. 

8.5  Price-Calculation 

The final step in the Price-Setting process is to determine Delivery Prices – the actual values of the 
fixed and variable price component values – so that that the Target Price Category Revenue and 
overall Target Revenue are forecast to be recovered.  With reference to Figure 2 this is the Price-
Calculation task of the Price-Setting Methodology. 

Given a set of Delivery Prices the Forecast Price Category Revenue can be calculated for each Price 
Component using appropriate forecasts of the consumer numbers, Chargeable Capacity and energy 
consumption.  BEL’s forecasts for 2021/22 take the view that there will be no material increases in 
energy consumption or customer numbers.   

The previous year’s prices are normally used as the initial prices, and these prices are then modified 
in an iterative manner, with a goal of achieving the best pricing solution subject to a range of criteria 
including: 

• The difference between the Target and Forecast Price Category Revenues 

• The split between fixed and variable line charge revenue for each Price Category and for the 
overall revenue 

• Percentage and dollar value allocation of the forecast revenue across the Price Categories 

• Overall Price Category revenue impacts, and possibly also the charge impacts at the 
individual consumer level if deemed necessary 

• The percentage change in prices between years 
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• Compliance of the Residential prices (Price Categories RSU and RLU) with the LFC 
Regulations 2004 

The Price-Calculation task is a relatively simple process if the required price increases are minimal or 
not required, and increases in complexity the greater the required price increases. 

8.6  Forecast Price Category Revenue 

The Forecast Price Category Revenue and associated pricing statistics for the 2021/22 financial year 
are summarised in Table 11.  The percentage Price Category Revenue: 

• Forecast for the 2021/22 financial year 

• Target for the 2021/22 financial year 

are given in Table 12 and shown graphically in Figure 7.   

 

Price 
Category 

ICPs Energy 
(GWh) 

Chargeable 
Capacity 

(kW) 

Fixed 
Revenue 

(%) 

Variable 
Revenue 

(%) 

Fixed 
Revenue 

($k) 

Variable 
Revenue 

($k) 

Total 
Revenue 

($k) 

RSU 1,380 8.7  50.0% 50.0% 750 749 1,500 

RLU 2,723 11.8  8.0% 92.0% 149 1,724 1,874 

G15 409 4.0  50.0% 50.0% 385 385 770 

STL 45 0.4  50.0% 50.0% 37 37 74 

G69 86 6.0 2,070 50.0% 50.0% 440 440 880 

DFM 70 4.2 1,942 50.0% 50.0% 288 288 577 

GHH 6 4.9 1,214 50.0% 50.0% 332 332 664 

STK 1 10.8 2,529 50.0% 50.0% 672 672 1,344 

Total 4,720 50.8  39.8% 60.2% 3,055 4,629 7,684 

Table 11 Forecast Price Category Statistics for the 2021/22 Financial Year 

 
The Delivery Prices set for the pricing year from 1 April 2021 are considered cost reflective in terms 
of the Target and Forecast Price Category Revenue being approximately equal.  While Figure 7 shows 
that over/under recoveries exist, the difference between the forecast and target values is 
considered acceptable given the significant changes BEL has made to our pricing for 2021/22. 

The largest over-recovery is for the Price Category G15, which despite a 12.7% price decrease in 
2021/22 (see Table 13) further decreases will be required in future years.  It is clear in our previous 
pricing for Price Category LG2 (now G15) that cross subsidisation has been occurring from the 
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smaller (paying too much) to the larger (not paying enough) consumers in LG2.  As these larger 
consumers are recategorised and now in Price Category G69 or DFM, this cross subsidisation is being 
unwound, and due to the scale of the cross subsidisation this will be managed over a 2-3 year 
period.   

 

Allocation RSU RLU G15 STL G69 DFM GHH STK 

Forecast 2021/22 19.5% 24.4% 10.0% 1.0% 11.5% 7.5% 8.6% 17.5% 

Target 2021/22 18.6% 25.6% 8.5% 0.8% 12.4% 8.0% 8.9% 17.2% 

Table 12 Price Category Forecast Revenue Percentages 

 

 

Figure 7 Price Category Forecast Revenue Percentages 2021/22 

 

8.7  Price Category Delivery Price Increases 

The overall increase in Delivery Prices for the Price Categories for the 2021/22 financial year is 
summarised in Table 13.  This is determined by applying 2019/20 and 2021/22 Delivery Prices to the 
forecast 2021/22 fixed and variable price component quantities e.g. consumer numbers, Chargeable 
Capacity and energy consumption, and comparing the resulting year on year total Price Category 
Line Charge Revenue on a percentage change basis.  The Line Charge changes determined in this 
manner reflect the overall average change in the Delivery Prices & Line Charges to consumers in 
each Price Category. 
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Price Category Description Average Overall Change in 
Delivery Prices 

RSU Residential Standard User -2.0% 

RLU Residential Low-User -2.1% 

G15 Small Commercial -12.7% 

STL Streetlights -4.6% 

G69 Medium Commercial >15kW +4.5% 

DFM Dairy Farm +4.0% 

GHH Large Commercial > 69kW 0.0% 

STK Large Industrial >1000kW 0.0% 

RSU + RLU Overall Residential -2.1% 

Table 13 Average Overall Change in Price Category Delivery Prices 

 

It is noted that: 

• BEL’s overall forecast Revenue in 2021/22 is the same as the 2020/21 forecast 

• Whether or not an individual consumer will experience an increase, decrease, or no change 
in their Line Charges from year to year depends on the Delivery Prices they are subject to in 
combination with their electricity usage patterns. 

• While an average Price/Charge change is given for Price Categories G69 & DFM, in many cases 
this average value is not indicative of the change for individual connections.  This is caused by 
the reorganisation and restructuring of BEL’s pricing and the incorrect categorisation of some 
sites prior to 2021/22.
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Appendix A – Delivery Price Schedule 2021/22 
 

Delivery Price Schedule for Buller Electricity Limited 
Applicable from 1 April 2021 

This schedule lists the wholesale prices used to charge electricity 
retailers for the delivery service Buller Electricity Ltd (BEL) 
provides.  This service includes the transmission and distribution 
of electricity but does not include the cost of the electricity itself. 
Please refer to your electricity retailer for details of retail 
electricity prices.  

Changes to Non-Residential Pricing from 1st April 2021 

Our pricing system is being changed with the introduction of new 
Price Categories and the application of Fixed Capacity Charges to 
all connections with an Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) 
exceeding 15kW.   

These changes are being made to ensure that the fixed charges 
paid by consumers are determined in a fairer and more equitable 
manner.  While the vast majority of consumers will receive a 
reduction in delivery charges, 1% of consumers will incur 
increases which will be implemented in a staged manner over 3 
years. 

The Price Category and Fixed Capacity Charge associated with 
each connection have been determined using the measured half-
hour AMD (kW) during the period September 2019 – August 2020, 
or as otherwise determined by BEL. 

Consumers that have questions regarding their delivery charges 
are invited to call Buller Electricity on (03) 788 8171, or email 
energy@bullernetwork.co.nz. 

Residential Price Categories 

Standard Users – Number of Connections: 1,380 

 Fixed Daily Charge 1.4900 $/Con/Day 

 Volume Charge – Uncontrolled 0.0954 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Controlled 0.0477 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – All Inclusive 0.0859 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Day 0.1145 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Night 0.0382 $/kWh 
 

Low Users – Number of Connections: 2,723 

 Fixed Daily Charge 0.1500 $/Con/Day 

 Volume Charge – Uncontrolled 0.1561 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Controlled 0.1093 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – All Inclusive 0.1467 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Day 0.1873 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Night 0.0624 $/kWh 
 

Non-Residential Price Categories 

General Small – AMD ≤ 15kW – Number of Connections: 409 

 Fixed Daily Charge 2.5800 $/Con/Day 

 Volume Charge – Uncontrolled 0.0975 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Controlled 0.0488 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Day 0.1170 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Night 0.0390 $/kWh 
 

Streetlights – Number of Connections: 45 

 Fixed Daily Charge 2.2500 $/Con/Day 

 Volume Charge – Streetlights 0.1055 $/kWh 
 

General Medium – AMD >15kW – Number of Connections: 86 

 Fixed Daily Charge 0.5829 $/kW/Day 

 Volume Charge – Uncontrolled 0.0738 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Controlled 0.0369 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Day 0.0886 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Night 0.0295 $/kWh 
 

Dairy Farms – Number of Connections: 70 

 Fixed Daily Charge 0.4072 $/kW/Day 

 Volume Charge – Uncontrolled 0.0806 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Controlled 0.0403 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Day 0.0967 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Night 0.0322 $/kWh 
 

General Large – AMD > 69kW – Number of Connections: 6 

 Fixed Daily Charge 0.7502 $/kW/Day 

 Volume Charge – Uncontrolled 0.0699 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Day 0.0839 $/kWh 

 Volume Charge – Night 0.0280 $/kWh 
 

Notes 

 • AMD – Anytime Maximum Demand 

 • All delivery prices exclude GST 

 • Day Period of Day/Night: 7:00am – 11:00pm 

 • Night Period of Day/Night: 11:00pm – 7:00am 

 

mailto:energy@bullernetwork.co.nz
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Appendix B – Distribution Pricing Principles 
This Appendix outlines and comments on the aspects of our Pricing Methodology that relate to the 
regulatory requirements of the Electricity Authority’s Pricing Principles and the Commerce 
Commission’s Information Disclosure requirements.  

The then Electricity Commission published a set of pricing principles in February 2010, together with 
information disclosure guidelines.  The principles-based approach to distribution pricing encourages 
all Distributors to conduct their pricing in a similar way.  The Authority inherited these principles and 
guidelines on its establishment in November 2010.  It has recently revised the principles, replaced 
the guidelines with a practice note, and introduced a scorecard approach to assess distributor 
pricing and pricing development.   

B.1 Electricity Authority Pricing Principles 

The Commerce Commission Information Disclosure Determination (IDD) requires EDB’s in their 
Pricing Methodologies to – 

“Demonstrate the extent to which the pricing methodology is consistent with the 
pricing principles and explain the reasons for any inconsistency between the pricing 
methodology and the pricing principles.” 

The Electricity Authority Distribution Pricing Principles8 were updated in July 2019 and are as follows: 

a) Prices are to signal the economic costs of service provision, including by: 

i. being subsidy free (equal to or greater than avoidable costs, and less than or equal
  to standalone costs); 

ii. reflecting the impacts of network use on economic costs; 

iii. reflecting differences in network service provided to (or by) consumers; and 

iv. encouraging efficient network alternatives. 

b) Where prices that signal economic costs would under-recover target revenues, the 
shortfall should be made up by prices that least distort network use. 

c) Prices should be responsive to the requirements and circumstances of end users by 
allowing negotiation to: 

i. Reflect the economic value of services; and 

 
 
 

8 https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25179-decision-paper-more-efficient-distribution-network-pricing-principles-and-
practice-pdf 

https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25179-decision-paper-more-efficient-distribution-network-pricing-principles-and-practice-pdf
https://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/25179-decision-paper-more-efficient-distribution-network-pricing-principles-and-practice-pdf
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ii. Enable price/quality trade-offs. 

d) Development of prices should be transparent and have regard to transaction costs, 
consumer impacts, and uptake incentives. 

The following Sections provide comments on the alignment of our Pricing Methodology with the 
Pricing Principles.  

B.2 Principle (A) – Signalling Economic Cost 

a) Prices are to signal the economic costs of service provision, including by: 

i. being subsidy free (equal to or greater than avoidable costs, and less than or equal
  to standalone costs); 

ii. reflecting the impacts of network use on economic costs; 

iii. reflecting differences in network service provided to (or by) consumers; and 

iv. encouraging efficient network alternatives. 

 

Principle a) –  i 

BEL considers that our prices are subsidy-free in the sense that our costs are allocated to Price 
Categories using the Cost Allocation Algorithm, and the Target Price Category Revenue is 
approximately recovered from each Price Category using appropriate set Delivery Prices. 

It is noted that the term subsidy-free is used here in the context that costs are averaged over all 
consumers in a Price Category.  Our current pricing implementation does not attempt to account for 
specific locational factors and the associated network costs for consumers in different areas, or the 
age of an individual consumers supply when determining network charges.  In this regard there may 
be elements of price discrimination and/or mis-priced risks, the most significant perhaps being that 
between urban and rurally located consumers.  

BEL has established that the incremental costs (economic costs) incurred in supplying another unit of 
electricity is close to zero in most cases, and our signalling prices and associated Signalling Revenue 
are zero. 

Standalone cost is the consumers next best alternative to connection to BEL’s distribution network.  
The primary options available for network bypass is using small-scale PV solar plus battery solutions 
for those with low electricity requirements, and diesel generation for larger consumers. 

 

Principle a) – ii 

While our economic costs are near zero, we nonetheless have historically, and continue, to provide 
consumers with price signals at the periods of highest network demand when use of the network is 
most likely to result in future incremental costs.  This is in the form of: 
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• Lower prices for controllable and night-time loads which incentivises movement of load 
away from the periods of high network demand 

• Fixed capacity-based charges for all connections (either $/day or $/kW/day) which 
incentivises consumers to reduce their contribution to the local and overall network Any-
Time Maximum Demand.  While consumers are not charged directly for their contribution to 
the network Coincident Any-Time Maximum Demand (CAMD) or the Regional Coincident 
Peak Demand (RCPD), these cost drives are accounted for in the Cost Allocation task of the 
Price-Setting Methodology as they influence the Target Price Category Revenue on a lagged 
basis.  Any growth in Price Category CAMD and RCPD results in higher relative prices and 
charges to the Price Category (and associated consumers) in the future. 

 

Principle a) – iii 

The nature of interconnected distribution networks, where the assets and costs are shared by all for 
collective benefit, is that in most cases consumers are unable to individually select their level of 
service.  The primary exceptions to this are the: 

• Demand/Capacity service as larger consumers pay higher capacity based fixed charges 
($/day or $/kW/day) 

• Controlled load service where the consumer offers their hot water heating for BEL to 
control in exchange for lower variable consumption prices associated with this load    

In terms of fault repair and restoration following widespread power outages our objective is to 
minimise the extent of the disruption to our consumers, subject to the physical resources available 
to do this work at the time.  An inherent by-product of this equation is that in general terms larger 
consumers will be restored prior to smaller consumers if/when/where this becomes a matter of 
resource allocation.  Furthermore, it takes longer to find, repair and restore faults in rural areas 
compared with urban areas.  This is viewed by BEL as another aspect of the inherent price-quality 
trade-off which exists on our network.   

 

Principle a) – iv 

When prices are above the standalone cost for particular consumers, a situation is created where 
the possibility of inefficient alternatives to existing infrastructure arises.  Given that BEL’s services 
are currently priced below that of the equivalent standalone alternative in most cases we are of the 
view that our pricing does not currently encourage inefficient network alternatives.     

While the uptake of small-scale distributed generation (primarily PV solar) in our region remains very 
limited, as the relative cost of PV solar and other emerging technologies drops, more economic 
alternatives may arise.  In the medium term, BEL intends to consider options for encouraging 
alternative supply when that is efficient. 
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B.3 Principle (B) – Allocation of Residual Costs 

b) Where prices that signal economic costs would under-recover target revenues, the 
shortfall should be made up by prices that least distort network use. 

 

We are of the view that our current allocation of residual costs creates the least possible distortion 
of network use given: 

• We currently have a 50% Fixed Revenue proportion – excluding the Price Categories which 
are fixed charge constrained.  The LFC Regulations 2004 are clearly a material constraint in 
this area. 

• Our existing policy to not increase the Fixed Revenue proportion in any Price Category to be 
greater than 50% 

• Revenue collected via Fixed Price Components ($/day or $/kW/day) are less likely to create 
distortion in network use as they are less demand responsive than other measures 

B.4 Principle (C) – Responsiveness to End Users 

c) Prices should be responsive to the requirements and circumstances of end users by 
allowing negotiation to: 

i. Reflect the economic value of services; and 

ii. Enable price/quality trade-offs 

 

While BEL currently applies standard services and prices to all consumer connections, we are open 
to negotiation in situations where our standard terms of supply are inadequate or inappropriate.  
BEL believes that this approach will allow consumers to make price/quality trade-offs which better 
match their circumstances.  To date this has not been required, and it is expected that this would 
only be a realistic option for our major consumers. 

More generally, all customers are free to invest in ways of achieving a higher quality service than 
that provided by our network, by for example:  

• Installing an on-site backup generator to achieve higher reliability than that provided by our 
network  

• Using a relatively low-cost UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) to supply critical loads, such 
as computers and cash registers    

B.5 Principle (D) – Transparency 

d) Development of prices should be transparent and have regard to transaction costs, 
 consumer impacts, and uptake incentive. 
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BEL is committed to establishing a formal, prescribed and transparent Pricing Methodology which 
aims to allocate costs to individual consumers in a manner which fairly reflects the cost of providing 
network services. 

We seek to minimise the transaction costs associated with our pricing and revenue collection via 
Retailers by limiting the complexity of the Price Categories and Price-Structure we use. 

BEL recognises that consumers have made investment and/or consumption decisions based on 
expectations that have been shaped from past pricing arrangements.  Price stability and price 
certainty are key considerations when making material pricing decisions.  Wherever possible, any 
material changes to pricing should be signalled well in advance, and implementation should be 
phased in over time.  To avoid price shocks, any significant rebalancing between Price Categories, or 
any reweighting between Fixed and Variable Price Components within a Price Category are 
modelled, using actual historic consumer Retailer Billing data, to assess the impact on consumers – 
with an intention of demonstrating and ensuring that price adjustments are not unreasonably large 
from year to year. 
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IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COMMERCE ACT 
 

Electricity Distribution Information Disclosure Determination 2012 
 
 

 
Certification for year beginning Disclosure 2021 
 
We, Francis Thomas Dooley and Graham Arthur Naylor, being directors of Buller Electricity Limited 
certify that, having made all reasonable enquiry, to the best of our knowledge- 
 

a) the following attached information of Buller Electricity Limited prepared for the purposes of 
clause 2.4.1 of the Electricity Distribution Information Disclosure Determination 2012 in all 
material respects complies with that determination.  

 
b) the prospective financial or nonfinancial information included in the attached information has 

been measured on a basis consistent with regulatory requirements or recognised industry 
standards. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Director 
 
 
 
 
 
Director 
 
 
 
Dated:  February 25 2021 
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